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Properties of Neutron Stars

Radius: R~10km
Mass: M~1.4–2.5Msun
Mean density: ρ(r)~4x10^14 g/cm3
Period: T~ms– a few s
Magnetic field: B~108–1015 G



Schematic mechanism for spin down of 
rotating neutron star

Rotating newborn neutron star:
� random density or velocity oscillation in   

nuclear fluid 
� r-mode instability (if r-mode unstable  

growth) 
� emission of gravitational waves (curry away 

angular momentum) 
�rotating neutron star spin down over time 





The relevant time scales



The relevant time scales



The case without crust consideration



The case with crust 

We study the case of the crust elasticity via the slippage factor S:
•S=1 (complete rigid crust)
•S<1 (the crust exhibits elasticity) 

•Typical theoretical values of S=0.05-0.1 

The S factor included via the replacement



Nuclear equation of state  
EOS  

Lattimer and Prakash empirical relation



Analytical solutions of Einstein equations

Tolman-Oppenheimer-Volkoff equations (TOV )



Neutron star solutions

Quark star like solutions 













Conclusions-Outlook

• In the first case (without crust consideration) the instability window depends mainly 
on neutron star size (radius) (the mass and density distribution effects are negligible)

• In the second case (with crust)  the main dependence originated from the elasticity 
properties of the crust. The factor S regulate the size of the instability windows. The 
equation of state effect (via the slope parameter L) is less important but not 
negligible. 

• In general the crust effects is very important and must  to  taken into account in 
order ensure the reliability of the theoretical  predictions.

• The accurate measures of Ωc and temperature T may impose constraints on the 
measure of the radius R

• The accurate measures of Ωc, T and R may also impose constraints on the measure 
of the slippage factor S

• A combination of theoretical predictions  and observational measures may impose 
significant constraints in bulk neutron star properties, in nuclear  equation of state 
and the structure of the crust 


